TO PICOS AND PARENTS

This unique 2020-2021 school year has witnessed many schools prohibiting after-school activities or extra-curricular activities during the school day. Many students may be denied the opportunity of participating with 120,000 mathletes around the world in our program. We at MOEMS® know that problem solving is essential to math education and so, for this year only, we have relaxed our regulations to make our contests available to more students. We encourage coaches, teachers, and involved parents to set up an Institute Team of from 1 to 35 students.

Enrollment options are now open for anyone who wants a student involved in MOEMS® contests for the 2020 – 2021 school year.

- Read about your responsibilities for conducting an Institute Team and fill out forms here.
- Fill out the Enrollment Form here. (Note: If you would like to invest in resource materials to help your students, we offer a Starter Kit which includes both enrollment and some of our books at a considerable saving. Click here instead.
- Return all forms and payment before October 31, 2020